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Introduction:  
 

Medical imaging techniques are mediating the narrative of a cultural constructed body.  
However, the body can inform a materiality approach in art. 

 

Between it [the visible] and us [is] an intimacy as close as between the sea and the strand - 
Merleau-Ponty (Merleau-Ponty, 1968:130-131) 

 

The human body is at risk to be disembodied through medical imaging 
techniques. Visual imagery produced as machine code representations ignore the 
embodied and material experience of the body-subject. 

This essay will look at medical imagery in media culture, it's appeal to artists, 
and how it can inform a transgressive and interactive material approach through the 
skin. By placing this essay in context of art, I will review works of Helen Chadwick 
and how her residency at King's College informed her practice. My own MRI 
experience will be the base to question screen-based imagery and challenge our 
perception of the body. Through a reference to the skin as material matter, I will 
relate to my own experience as a dislocated and fragmented body. My practice is a 
visual reflection of this interrogation. 

This review will eventually challenge notions of stability and vulnerability. 
Through an expanded perceptual space art can create aesthetic responses beyond 
conventional patterns of knowledge. 
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Part 1: Medical Imaging - A transformative experience 
through the skin 

The desire for a manipulatable body perfectly fits a material technological culture in which 
imitation has been replaced by modification. Like the tulip, the body has become a mixture 
of nature and artefact.  (van Dijck, 2005:42) 

 
 

Experiencing medical techniques through an MRI scan allows to ’look inside’ the 
human body, to ‘see’ what is not visible from the outside. Although it derives from a 
medical desire to map the ‘invisible’ world through a visual representation of 
objectivity, one still feels quite isolated and dislocated, not only inside the machine 
but also before and after. My own experience resonates with Foucault’s expression of 
the patient as a ‘transitory object’ (Foucault, 1994:59), and this experience is 
informing my practice. 

Seeing the resulting images, as I obtained them on a CD to take home as iconic 
evidence, shifts perception of my body.  How much does the imagery represent my 
Self? It resonates with James Elkins statement that pictures are ’the strongest agents 
for the corruption of meaning’ (Cartwright, 1995:86) and 3estabilizing singular 
interpretations (Prasad, 2005:14). Distorted images and visual artefacts show that 
more ‘in-sight’ do result in uncertainty, ambiguity and fragmentation. Produced 
images reminds of flattened multi perspective cubist paintings, and my body a 
material to paint with 

However, MRI is an intriguing area for contemporary artists (Casini, 2010). In 
that sense, I am in good company with my exploration through the parallel project 
of my bodily experience as an aesthetic engagement (Downey and Schaffeld, 2019). 

The dissolution of bodily boundaries and issues of representation and self-representation 
through portraiture are at the center of most MRI-based artistic practices, where the 
medium used is the artist’s own body – (Casini, 2010:5) 

 
MRI can be seen as an extended field of aesthetics evoking possibilities and 

creating ‘unexplored patterns among words, things, and images’ (Casini, 2010:3). 
Aligned with Silvia Casini, MRI imagery let me re-thinking differences between the 
visible and invisible. MRI machine creates visual imagery, but more as a 
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representation of machine-code1 than as a representation of an external reality. The 
body as experiencing subject is mostly connected with the world through non-visual 
senses. I do hear the percussive rhythms of the machine and to I do reach out and 
touch with my hand holding the emergency button. Through this sense-perception I 
feel alive, and I sense my material body through my skin. Although not all created 
mental images are comforting, resulting often into anxiety and claustrophobia, or as 
I experienced it, into complete dizziness due to the impact of the electro-magnetic 
field. 

Organs, including the skin, function less as boundaries than as a permeable overlapping 
screens of planar space’ - August Krajk, 1909 in: (Cartwright, 1995:92) 

 

 
Figure 1: Juan Valverde de Amusco - Vivae imagines (The University of Cambridge, 1566) 

 
However, the skin could also be seen as a disembodied object and ‘fashion 

accessories’ (see Fig. 1) - or as a piece of art.  In my practice I want to explore this 
materiality of the skin - as an expanded materiality of depth more than just a flat and 
opaque surface showing just one side. Skin can be inscribed into, e.g through tattoos, 
as a mean to ‘write ourselves’ (Patterson and Schroeder, 2010:263).   

 
1 The in-depth physical process of MRI can be read in \(Westbrook and Talbot, 2019). I am referring here 
especially to the time frequency detection of proton spinning under the influence of a static and dynamic electro-
magnetic fields. The derived k-space as a multi dimensional machine data spectrum is translated through Fourier 
analysis into single two dimensional visual images that are known as MRI images. 
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Skin reflects the dynamic relationship between inside and outside, self and society, 
between personal identity projects and marketplace cultures.- (Patterson and Schroeder, 
2010:254) 

 
In a wider context, one can see the skin through the face as a cultural object, often 

‘used’ for perfection and seeking attention, thanks to Botox and face-lifting 
operations. Foucault predicted that the ‘loss of the face’ means that ‘man would .. 
[be] erased, like a face drawn in the sand at the edge of the sea’  and Wegenstein 
considered this a precursor for an erasure of human corporeality (Wegenstein and 
Hansen, 2006:95-96).  

This notions are important to my practice as my interaction with material matters 
(latex, acrylic, or fabric) are expressing my bodily encounter. It is more what I can 
see, going beyond representations of other realities. It is about the material reality as 
such that follows a ‘logic of new media’ (Wegenstein and Hansen, 2006:78), but not 
as fragmentation of information as through medical imaging, but as fragmentation 
of material bodies to create new understanding. 

Why should our bodies end at the skin, or include at best other beings encapsulated by 
skin?’ (Haraway, 1991:178).  
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Part 2: Aesthetics and difference in the art of Helen 
Chadwick  

“My apparatus is a body x sensory systems with which to correlate experience. Not 
exactly real, I am none the less conscious, via physicality of duration, of passing through” 
- Helen Chadwick (Warner et al., 1996) 

 
 

Medical imagery could be aesthetic works in itself, or they inform processes and 
material explorations of an embodied life. Helen Chadwick later works2 can be 
related to the mediated body by challenging conceptions of the visible and the 
invisible, of interdependency of object and subject, but also by passing ‘beyond the 
spectacle’ (Chadwick, 2004:10-11). Her Self-Portrait (1991) could be seen as a 
comment on what it meant to be made of flesh (Warner et al., 1996). An intriguing 
viewpoint of creating tangible works I pulled from in my practice (Fig. 2). 

 

 
Figure 2: Schaffeld, S.J. (2019) ‘remembering Chadwick’(Schaffeld, 2019)  

 
Chadwick’s work pulls from a Baroque3 sensibility of intensity and in tradition of 

‘memento mori’, e.g. Oval Court (1986) (Chadwick, 2011). Her search for a ‘material 
vehicle which would arrest the passing character of such intense bodily responses’ 
(Warner et al., 1996), acknowledges the weakness of sight in delivering sensations 

 
2 examples are: ^Cameos', 'Stilled Lives', 'Nebula', 'Monstrance', 'Opal', 'Unnatural Selection' (1995-96) 
3 Baroque in the sense as Deleuze explored the fold in reference to  Leibniz,  the philosopher of the Baroque: ‘A 
flexible or an elastic body still has cohering parts that form a fold…not separated into parts of parts but rather 
divided to infinity in smaller and smaller folds. - (Deleuze and Conley, 2015: 6) 
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compared to touch or sound. By approaching this through use of material 
associations, e.g. the series photographic works or temporal and fragile material 
objects, e.g. Cocoa (1994) and Wreath to Pleasure (1994), pull the viewer into the space 
of sensing and perception. Cognitive thinking is not sufficient to understand these 
works. 

During her residency 1996 at King’s College Assisted Conception unit, London 
(1996),4 she explored ‘optical prostheses’ (microscopes) as intrusive though 
‘touching’ devices,5 resulting in works relating to medical techniques and the gaze. 
In Unnatural Selection (1996) she investigated the disembodied nature of in-vitro 
fertilization (IVF). Some other works trigger strong responses, e.g. showing 
deformed creatures as art, e.g. Cyclop cameos (1995), opening questions of aesthetics 
and ethics. A challenge I can relate to, reflecting on my approach towards disruptive 
narratives and displaced and disconnected imagery, as in my collaborative project 
‘Mindful Resonance Interaction (MRI)’ (Downey and Schaffeld, 2019). 

I am intrigued by how Chadwick explored and crossed boundaries. Her earlier 
work Blood Hyphen (1988) was an exploration of the visible and invisible through the 
materiality of light. Later, she manipulated physical matter, e.g. non-fertilised eggs, 
juxtaposed with metaphorical images, e.g. Nebula or Monstrance (1996). She explored 
those liminal spaces between nature and culture, the natural and the artifice, and 
using the analogy of in-vitro fertilised eggs as an artificially created product and a 
fabricated artwork.  

Often, she works from an observer position as in Unnatural Selection. However, 
her experience of the disciplinary optical gaze in the laboratory was also a bodily 
experience when she had to select pre-embryos by sucking them with her mouth 
(Chadwick, 2004). Tabitha Moses’s embroidered patient gown is informed by her 
own experience of IVF (Moses, 2014). Both works draw from different experiences 
and personal beliefs informed by medical processes. Both are material works, that I 
do relate to Adrienne D. Chaplin’s description of ‘embodied nature of art’ (Chaplin, 
2005:11 ). I do relate to the patient gown in my works as a symbolic body surrogate 
and materiality that reminds me of the skin, not as protective, more revealing what 
is not visible.   

 
4 During my research I looked at the wide scope of Chadwick’s body of work, and I got immense insight 
through the following sources: (Chadwick, 2004), (Chadwick, 2011),  (Haworth-Booth and Chadwick, 1994), 
(James, 2017), (Racz, 2017), (Walker, 2010), (Walker, 2013), and (Warner, Buck, Mellor, Chadwick, Haworth-
Booth, Portfolio and Kunsthallen, 1996) 
5 Chadwick used also in her earlier works optical ‘touching’ devices, e.g. her use of photocopy machines in ‘Of 
Mutability’ to create self—portraits by scanning her body and exploring the machine ‘spectacle 
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Unnatural Selection shows also how Chadwick challenged conventional displaced 
bodies and disembodied visual imagery. By placing un-selected pre-embryos in 
context of aesthetic precious objects, e.g. Monstrance, she crossed boundaries through 
showing interaction and interdependency. What appears as a reflection on media 
culture mediated through the medical gaze, transforms our perception of iconic 
images, and becoming a contemporary vanitas theme. 

There must ... be boundaries and limits to knowledge and meaning. Can we cross these 
boundaries and explore the territories beyond? And if this subjective terrain can be 
represented, does it then collapse full circle back into the order of things - become reified? - 
Helen Chadwick, in: (Walker, 2010:463) 

 
Overall, Chadwick’s works raise questions of perceived differences, also between 

the medical gaze and surveillance. Both visually intrusive, either through revealing 
medical instruments or through distant surveilling devices as drones, as in Hito 
Steyerl’s work The Tower (2015). In this context, her Viral Landscape series (1988-89) 
might be perceived as borderless ‘viral’ imagery. 

Chadwick’s body of works informs my practice by showing how to disrupt 
narratives and create new possibilities through aesthetics of materiality.  
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Part 3: Informing my practice - Skin and Materiality  
the coming years we will be able .. to extend the capabilities of our brains as well as our 
bodies. Imaginative leaps forward will require artists to engage with and invent new 
paradigms for the body mind continuum… alluding to the artist’s role as creative 
interpreter or translator.  (Ingham, 2009:3-4) 

 

Chadwick’s work shifts the focus from an objectified body towards the body as 
living media, ‘sight must become more like blood; fluid, pervasive, and unfixed from 
a locale’ (Cartwright, 1995:82). Her transgressive approach towards the visible and 
the invisible, the inside and the outside, informs my own practice and parallel 
project.  Aspects of crossed boundaries and embracing the invisible perceptual field 
of the body through sound layered with visual images can create new forms of 
perception. Deconstructing materiality and seeing beyond and in-between the layers 
are reflected in the works of Richard Tuttle (‘Wire pieces’, 1972  (Tuttle et al., 2014)) 
or Jessie Mac Stevenson’s ‘Skins’, suspended or dislocated materiality (Mac 
Stevenson, 2019). The latter very close to some of recent paint-skin series from latex, 
acrylic paint, and/or fabric, e.g. ‘Suspended Skin’ - a series of sculptural surfaces 
that expand the perception of flatness or sculpture.  

Materiality is a form of understanding, and through touching materials new 
insights opening up (see Fig. 2). Adrienne D. Chaplin argued that ‘perception and 
artistic expression are .. bodily affairs’  (Chaplin, 2005:8) and it is this tactile 
encounter with the world that informs my practice beyond representational norms. 
Touching relates to skin and to hands, sensible areas exploring the material world 
beyond the visible. That’s what I am doing with my hands and the appearance of the 
figurative hand in some of my earlier works, e.g. ‘Human’, seems kind of reflecting 
the conception of art philosopher Suzanne K. Langer that ‘art and philosophy are 
symbolic practices’ ; they have an ‘aboutness' character.’ (Chaplin, 2005:11). Overall, 
it feels quite a relief to read that  

‘often nameless qualities' .. make the tactile sensitivity of the hands the basis for a range of 
experiences which are typically referred to as aesthetic.’  (Chaplin, 2005:6)  

 
 Through transforming materials by painting them out, boundaries get blurred 

between conventional norms and what physical and virtual might be. My visual 
responses may also relate to other forms of expressing experience, e.g through 
written visual poetry as a ‘recuperation of the aesthetic value’ offering ‘a glimpse at 
my inner self’ (Colopelnic, 2013:327). Through my collaborative project I embraced 
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the percussive rhythms of the MRI machinery together with a bodily experience of 
making sense through making.  

These phenomenological approaches to material matters, as the works of Helen 
Chadwick, Richard Tuttle or Mona Hatoum show, express a vulnerability of material 
as a metaphor for human vulnerability. Seeing through the skin means also seeing 
through material matters. The finish architect and philosopher Juhani Pallasmaa 
titled a book ‘The Eye of the Skin’, and he related human vulnerability also to 
eroding spaces like architectural structures (Pallasmaa, 2011) - a relationship that I 
do sense if of importance in my practice. It is a liminal space and constant 
interrogation between dislocated objects and internal mental images, a viewpoint 
that makes Amusco’s ‘skin holder’ Fig. 1 quite human. 

However, the liminal space between being a subject or a dissociated and 
dislocated observer, similar to what one can experience through medical techniques 
like an MRI, is a constant struggle of representation and interpretation.  Helen 
Chadwick’s body of work, besides a few other practitioners, informs my exploration 
of that space. For me an exciting approach to explore through an attitude of not-
knowing and embracing moments of wonder.  

Images are present in their media but they perform an absence which they make visible. 
(Belting, 2005:313) 
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Conclusion: Living through the Skin of Materiality 
“Art, like crying .. is an act of self-repair, to shed the natural tears that free us make us 
strong” - Helen Chadwick, 1985 in: (Warner et al., 1996) 

 

Medical imaging techniques are diagnosis devices to differentiate the normal 
from the ill. However, it also can be seen as a transformative medium for new 
perspectives. My own experience of a MRI brain scan informed my sensibility to 
non-visual spaces and ideas of dislocation and multiplicity. Visual images obtained 
by medical imaging do represent an encoded body-object but also inform disruptive 
negotiations and new possibilities through materiality. The bodily experience 
becomes a performative act as a material-body.  

This essay has shown how artists like Helen Chadwick create aesthetic responses 
despite disturbing bodily experiences. Through crossing boundaries and visualising 
interactions between the inside and the outside, the fragmented and dissociated 
body becomes a metaphor for a contemporary media culture beyond a clinical 
setting.  

In summary, it is about material and vibrant matters. MRI imaging, representing 
a physical process of spinning and resonance, is a performative process. As a 
metaphor for an embodied process of image-creation, it reflects the transformation of 
malleable and unstable materiality into new works. This can create new insights and 
perspectives. Layered images and meaning inform thought and perception, 
detachment and dislocation. The object of the gaze becomes the co-author for new 
narratives. 

My practice with the collaborative project and my recent ‘paint-skin’ and ‘skin-
sculptures’ series embrace disruptive differences and perceptual layers between 
vulnerability and fragmentation, between visible visuals and invisible sound.  
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